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Public Understanding, Professional Ethics, and the News: A Response to Jane Rhodes

David Boeyink*

Jane Rhodes's thesis is that internal policies do not change to promote better public understanding because coverage is driven by the structure and demands of the media. If Professor Rhodes is right—that it is difficult to transform the media's ethical behavior by diversifying reporters and sources—the issue then becomes whether there are alternatives which might be effective to enhance social responsibility.

One way journalists have tried to transform ethical behavior is through mechanisms of accountability. In theory, these mechanisms call journalists to task for misdeeds or shortcomings, such as distorting the reporting of issues—including that of race—or engaging in unethical behavior. In practice, however, results are not very encouraging.

The record of nonlegal mechanisms of accountability in this country is not good. News councils, independent panels that evaluate complaints against the media, have been relatively active in Canada. However, they have met with little support in the United States. The National News Council died of benign neglect—and lack of money. Only three news councils operate in the entire country: Minnesota, Honolulu, and the Northwest News Council for Oregon and Washington, created in 1992. U.S. journalists are more likely to resist the establishment of news councils.
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In Kentucky, a 1984 poll of daily and weekly newspapers gauging support for a state news council was defeated 5-46 with only two daily newspapers, the Louisville Courier-Journal and the Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer, voting in favor. A more recent—and more controversial—attempt to create a news council in Kentucky died this year when a bill designed to provide $1 million in government funding for a news council died in committee in the state legislature.

The problem with a state news council is not its potential power. News councils traditionally have only the power to announce findings. They cannot compel cooperation or testimony; they do not even require any television station or newspaper to publicize the findings. The problem is the deeply ingrained commitment of journalists to professional autonomy. Yielding a sliver of that autonomy to a news council has all the appeal to a journalist that the Brady Bill has to the National Rifle Association.

The use of the ombudsperson—a reader (or viewer) representative hired by a newspaper to serve as a check on media errors—has been only a marginal force in promoting media accountability. The cost limits their role to the larger papers. Only thirty-one newspapers in this country now have them, and in some, they are more chroniclers of complaints than reader advocates or media critics.

The public has its own weapon of accountability: it can refuse to watch a television station or buy a newspaper if the behavior of that media outlet is offensive. But that weapon is blunt. A single viewer switching a channel has about as much effect on a news outlet as a voter sending an e-mail message to President Clinton. Even advertisers, whose money really matters, have less leverage than one thinks in monopoly markets.

That leaves the codes of ethics, which are the principal source of accountability in the media. Codes have proliferated rapidly since the early 1970s. The codes cover a variety of issues, from conflict of interest to deceptive practices to concerns for fairness and privacy. Because the mechanism of accountability is internal, the codes have met less resistance from journalists.
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Yet the record here is not universally positive. The rules found in the codes of the Radio-Television News Directors Association or the American Society of Newspaper Editors are broad and contain no sanctions—creating little accountability. More critically, codes for many individual news organizations fall into disuse either immediately after adoption or shortly thereafter. Many journalists working for media organizations with codes do not even know the codes exist.

Research into decision-making in media organizations shows that codes are rarely cited in arguments over controversial cases, even when the codes are known and directly relevant to the case at hand. At the Indianapolis Star, journalists regularly made decisions about whether or not to use anonymous sources without consulting editors or their code. In one case, journalists made three different decisions on the naming of subjects in the course of the development of a major story. No one ever discussed the standard set by the Star’s code.

Even when a news organization is committed to institutional standards, it is not easy to see how codes are effective. At the Messenger-Inquirer in Owensboro, Kentucky, an elaborate policy manual was developed based on the newspaper’s response to several controversial cases. These guidelines were like a kind of common-law ethics, with the decision in one case setting the precedent for future cases. The problem was that no one ever bothered to look at the manual. One long-time editor—a person responsible for key decisions—was at the newspaper three years before he knew the manual even existed. This occurred at a newspaper with a presumably clear commitment to ethics.

However, this is only one side of the story. Codes can be effective in shaping journalists’ behavior. More journalists are reprimanded or fired for
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ethics violations at news organizations with codes than at those without.\textsuperscript{14} The key is providing the right environment in which to operate.

Codes can be effective in organizations with a strong commitment to ethics. That is certainly the case at the \textit{Louisville Courier-Journal} where the Bingham family instituted and enforced strict standards on conflict of interest.\textsuperscript{15} Even after the sale of the newspaper, those standards seem to be holding.\textsuperscript{16} Reporters and editors at the \textit{Philadelphia Inquirer} also have indicated that they know the standards of the newspaper and operate by them.\textsuperscript{17}

Certain characteristics make these media organizations stand out as ethical exemplars. First, people at the top need to show their commitment to high standards. For example, at one newspaper there was a large policy manual, multiple statements of mission, and framed values statements on the wall, allowing no one to escape the messages being sent by the publisher.\textsuperscript{18} Second, media organizations need clearly articulated ethical standards. A general commitment to ethical values—vague admonitions to tell the truth and be fair—will not get very far. Nor will it demonstrate to journalists a serious commitment to ethics. Finally, the discussion of issues and controversial cases should be encouraged in the newsroom. Good decisions are often made when a newsroom culture exists in which people think about and debate controversial cases.\textsuperscript{19}

A tale of two news organizations illustrates these points. At one of these newspapers, a photographer took a controversial photo of a couple whose child was dying in a fire. It was developed by the photographer, examined around the light table by the photo staff, and finally brought to the daily budget meeting of the newspaper’s key editors. It ran on the front page the next day. By all accounts, the ethical questions surrounding the photo were barely mentioned. Not surprisingly, this was a newspaper in which the managing editor said, “I’ve never liked the idea of a code of
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ethics telling me what was right.”20 According to several reporters at the paper, “We never talk about ethics.”21

At the second newspaper, a photo was taken of a woman arrested on a drug charge. Various prints showed her being booked, some with her small child, some without, some with the child’s face visible, some with only the back of the child’s head visible. At this newspaper, the debate over which photo to use went on for several hours. Anyone who wanted to join the discussion could—and did. Photographers, reporters, editors, and clerks all participated. This is the newspaper in which value statements hang on the walls, and mission statements are in the policy manual.22

Codes of ethics can make a critical difference as a mechanism of accountability; it only takes media leaders who believe that ethics matter. When that happens, one often finds an ethical culture in which journalists live up to the standards set by the organization and engage in debates over controversial cases which keep those ethical guidelines alive. In the end, creating a climate in which ethics are emphasized will not solve all the larger issues of social responsibility Professor Rhodes has addressed. However, that ethical culture provides a solid base from which broad issues of social responsibility can be put on a news organization’s agenda. Without that base, no one will be listening.
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